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Singer Goo Hara’s death shines
light on dark side of K-pop

By Juwon Park

The Associated Press

S
EOUL, South Korea — The death of

South Korean singer and actress

Goo Hara, whose body was found at

her home in Seoul, has again shone a

spotlight on pressures that stars,

especially females, face in the cutthroat

K-pop industry and in deeply conservative

South Korean society.

Goo’s death at age 28 came less than two

months after the death of Choi Jin-ri, or

Sulli, another K-pop star and Goo’s close

friend. Experts say both Goo and Choi

faced extensive cyberbullying and sexual

harassment from the public and media

throughout their careers, which took a toll

on their mental health.

Police say they are still investigating

Goo’s death and found a “pessimistic note”

at her home.

Once popular mostly in Asia, K-pop has

spread far beyond South Korea, thanks to

wildly popular groups such as “BTS” and

“Blackpink.”

Goo debuted in 2008 as part of the

five-member girl group Kara, which shot

almost immediately to fame and helped

pioneer the K-pop global phenomenon.

She later launched a successful solo

career in South Korea and Japan.

Sulli began her career around the same

time as Goo, debuting as a member of the

girl band f(x) in 2009. She also had

multiple acting roles after stepping away

from her singing career.

Goo made headlines when she took her

former boyfriend, Choi Jong-bum, to court

last year. Choi claimed to have been

assaulted by her, while Goo accused him of

threatening to release a sex video of her.

During the dispute, Goo’s Korean

agency didn’t renew her contract. A court

sentenced Choi to 1.5 years in prison on

charges of coercion and assaulting and

blackmailing Goo. The jail term was

suspended, keeping him out of prison. Choi

appealed and the trial is still ongoing.

K-pop is highly competitive, with dozens

of groups debuting each year. Industry

experts have long warned about the dark

side of the scandal-ridden industry.

Aspiring artists, as young as their early

teens, train for years. Only a few debut and

even fewer are commercially successful.

The likelihood of their success increases if

they sign with a handful of top entertain-

ment agencies.

The industry is known to have strict

rules for their stars — including dating

bans, spartan training, and diets, and

sometimes slave-like and unfair contracts.

Experts say the industry has additional

requirements for its female artists,

unspoken rules reflective of South Korea’s

patriarchal society.

Park Hee-A, a K-pop journalist and

writer of “Interviews with K-pop Stars,”

said female stars are bound by rigid

societal rules of femininity.

“Some female idol members have gotten

ostracized for not smiling in a television

show and reading a book about feminism

that contradicts male-dominated

patriarchal South Korean society,” Park

told The Associated Press.

Expectations of purity and chastity

govern women in South Korea. Goo faced a

barrage of hate comments following media

reports about the sex video despite her

being the victim of revenge porn.

“The topic of sex is taboo in South Korea

compared to western countries,” said

Tae-Sung Yeum, attending psychiatrist at

Gwanghwamun Forest Psychiatric Clinic.

“There’s a high moral standard required,

especially for female celebrities, because

South Korea is a patriarchal society.”

Sulli, Goo’s long-time friend, also made

headlines, often malicious and misogynis-

tic, for speaking out about subjects such as

ageism and feminism. She was criticized

for wearing shirts without a bra, calling

older male colleagues by their first names,

and openly supporting feminism.

Yeum said it’s difficult for K-pop stars to

seek professional help for depression,

especially in a country where many people

believe that psychiatric disorders can be

“treated with one’s will.” He said multiple

suicides in the industry stem from stars

being plunged into a hypercompetitive

system with a plethora of abuses from a

young age.

When Sulli was found dead in her

Seongnam home, Goo bid farewell to her

friend in a live-streamed video. “I will live

more diligently for you,” Goo cried while

apologizing for not being able to make it to

her funeral.

Two days before Goo’s death, she

uploaded a final selfie on her Instagram

with the caption, “Good night.”

K-POP TRAGEDIES. A memorial altar of K-pop star Goo Hara is seen at Seoul St. Mary’s Hospital in

Seoul on November 25, 2019. Hara was found dead at her home in Seoul, police said. (Chung Sung-Jun/Pool

Photo via AP)

Still using paper tickets?
After December 31, 2019, foil-stamped 

tickets and passes will no longer be 

accepted on TriMet.

Don’t worry—it’s easy to switch to Hop 

Fastpass®, and you can still use cash. If you 

have old tickets stashed away, be sure to 

use them up or exchange them by December 

31. You can trade in your unused tickets 

and passes for a free Hop card loaded with 

equivalent value.

Learn more at trimet.org/ticketexchange.
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Our office provides free confidential assistance to businesses that have questions about
workers' compensation insurance. We provide information about whether you need
workers’ compensation insurance, how to buy it, and how much it may cost. Workers’
compensation is a complex system and we can help you navigate the process.
Common questions we receive are: Why is the premium so high? What is a
classification? What is an experience modification? Our office can explain the terms
and help you make sure you are paying the right premium amount. We have assisted
thousands of Oregon-based businesses with issues relating to audits, classifications,
experience modifications, coverage, market availability, claims, laws, and rules.
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Taiwanese-Canadian model-
actor Godfrey Gao dies on set
Continued from page 2

The 35-year-old was filming Chase Me, a

Chinese variety series, when he reportedly

fell while running. He was rushed to a

hospital where he was pronounced dead,

according to his agency.

The Taiwan-born Gao initially rose to

fame by becoming the first Asian male

model for the luxury brand Louis Vuitton.

He acted in numerous television dramas

and movies, including a role in the

Hollywood film The Mortal Instruments:

City of Bones.

His body is being transported to Taipei,

Taiwan’s capital.

Mark your calendar! The Year of the Rat begins January 25, 2020.


